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Starving Australian grandparents left
with no water were just HOURS from
dying in coronavirus-hit aged care
home - and another debacle saw tests
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Residents at St Basil's Aged Care home were left starving and dehydrated
Sources said residents were in awful conditions when transported to hospitals
Some were in soiled and dirty clothing while others were semi-conscious
A bag of COVID-19 tests was also left unattended at facility for six hours
By ELIZA MCPHEE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
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Elderly residents were left starving, dehydrated and on the verge of death before
being transported out of one of Melbourne's most coronavirus-hit aged care homes,
insiders claim.

St Basil's Home for the Aged in Fawkner, in the city's north, has been linked to 124
cases and 12 deaths.
Throughout the week all residents were taken to private hospitals with many being
wheeled out on stretchers, leaving their precious belongings behind.
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Details have since emerged about the condition of residents when they were
transported as many were in dirty or soiled clothes and hadn't eaten or drank
anything all day.
Insiders have revealed some residents were found semi-conscious while others were
suffering pneumonia and had very low oxygen levels, The Herald Sun reported.
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St Basil's Home for the Aged in Fawkner, in the city's north has been linked to 124 cases and 12
deaths (pictured, a resident taken to hospital on Friday)
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A body is removed from St Basil's Aged Care in Melbourne on Friday (pictured) after
coronavirus hit the home
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'They would have died if left like that for another 24 to 48 hours,' a source told the
publication.
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The source said some hadn't eaten or drank anything while others weren't given
much needed medication.
One elderly died shortly after the transfer while two residents with diabetes had
extremely low blood sugar levels.
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The residents were moved after six staff members tested positive to COVID-19.
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One heartbroken family who lost their grandmother on Friday said they were
concerned about her treatment before her death.
John Laruccia, the grandson of Nicolina Pingiaro, said he was told several times his
grandmother was 'doing fine'.
'Every time I called the nursing home for an update on Nonna's condition once being
told she had tested positive, I was told that she was asymptomatic and 'doing fine','
Mr Laruccia said.
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Sources have revealed residents were taken from the facility in poor conditions with many
starving and dehydrated (pictured hazardous waste is removed from St Basil's this week)
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The source said some hadn't eaten or drank anything all day while others weren't given much
needed medication (pictured, a resident being removed on Friday)
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Residents of the aged care home in Fawkner were all transported to private hospitals this week
(pictured on Friday)

Adding to the chaos, a garbage bag full of coronavirus tests was reportedly left
unattended at St Basil's for six hours before being collected by a taxi.
St Basil's chairman Konstantin Kontis was 'horrified' after learning the 200 tests were
collected at 11pm - six hours after health staff left the facility, The Age reported.
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Many of these tests were positive from residents and staff members.
The bag was labelled: 'Urgent. Mass Nursing Home COVID collection. Process
immediately and hand to Molecular staff.'
Melbourne Pathology Medical Director Ellen Maxwell said a taxi picked up the tests
after the courier failed to do so, and they were analysed within the next two days.
'There is no considered risk to patients, staff or public in the way these specimens
were stored until and including in transport,' she said.
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Adding to the chaos, a garbage bag of coronavirus tests (pictured) were reportedly left
unattended St Basil's for six hours before being collected by a taxi

Mr Kontis questioned why the tests were picked up by a taxi driver to the
Department of Health.
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'This level of delay ... is completely unacceptable and shows that DHHS is incapable
of managing this situation with the level of priority that it requires,' he wrote in an
email.
Staff at the facility were stood down when Victoria's Chief Health Officer Brett
Sutton ordered temporary workers to step in while the rest stayed home and
isolated.
Meanwhile, residents at Epping Gardens Aged Care were left dead in their beds for
up to six hours.
Staff at the nursing home were left struggling to care for as many as 14 patients
each.
Harrowing scenes were captured outside the facility this week as heartbroken
relatives begged health authorities to let them see their parents and grandparents.
Senior doctors and health sources told The Australian that several residents of
Epping Gardens were left dead in their beds for hours on end this week.
Personnel from the Australian Defence Force were brought into the home to help
staff weighed down by an influx of sick residents.
One doctor said the residents struck down with coronavirus were also suffering from
dehydration, malnutrition and pneumonia.
On Saturday Victoria recorded 397 new COVID-19 cases with three deaths.
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Epping Gardens Aged Care in the city's north has had 90 COVID-19 infections and six residents
have died (pictured: a body is carried out from Epping Gardens on Wednesday)
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The 33-year-old was savaged by the crocodile while swimming off Anchor Bay in
Lizard Island off the Great Barrier Reef at about 4pm on Wednesday.
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Why you won't get a payrise for YEARS: Wages will
remain low as coronavirus hammers the economy
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In a grim warning on Thursday, Treasurer Josh Frydenberg said wages growth is
likely to remain subdued for 'at least the next few years'. He also said prices would
stay low.
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EXCLUSIVE Jessica
Alves slips her eyepopping curves into
black catsuit as she
shows off glamorous
new hair extensions

Nikki Bella shares
more cute snaps of
baby Matteo as she and
her extended family
settle in to watch fiancé
Artem Chigvintsev on
DWTS
Sharon Stone, 62,
shares a clip where she
meets Ratched co-star
Pablo the monkey as he
looks in her ear and
messes up her hair

Kim Kardashian's high
school friend Nikki Lund
poses in a gold
swimsuit while shooting
a music video for song
she wrote with her ex
Richie Sambora
Briana Jungwirth is
'ENGAGED to her
'soulmate' Nick Gordon
after shock Las Vegas
proposal'.... weeks after
splitting from Brody
Jenner
Mariah Carey admits
Derek Jeter affair was
the 'catalyst' that helped
her break free from
troubled first marriage
to music exec Tommy
Mottola
WWE's Road Warrior
Animal dies aged 60 as
Hulk Hogan pays tribute
to his 'brother' in
heartfelt post

EXCLUSIVE Barack
Obama's upcoming
memoir is already mired
in controversy as
former White House
photographer demands
$50,000 from publisher

ADVERTISEMENT

Zayn Malik surprises
fans as he teases new
single Better and shares
a glimpse of racy music
video... ahead of the
birth of his first child

Denise Van Outen is
latest star CONFIRMED
for Dancing On Ice... yet
h
ti

her announcement is
thwarted TWICE by
Linda Robson as she
lets slip the big reveal
Celebrity Karaoke
Club SPOILER: Scarlett
Moffatt impersonates
John Travolta as she
joins Courtney Act for
rendition of Grease's
Summer Nights
Spitting Image trailer
shows Putin attack a
NAKED Boris and
Trump while Harry and
Meghan, Prince Andrew
and Gwyneth Paltrow
are among stars set for
a SAVAGING
Alyssa Milano DENIES
calling cops to her
$2.5m home and says
she's the 'target of right
wing trolls' - as the
'defund the police'
activist praises officers
Lisa Vanderpump
admits she 'didn't have
a good experience'
while filming with
recently ousted RHOBH
housewife Teddi
Mellencamp
'I thought you said
bunny!' Holly
Willoughby is left in
hysterics as she
mistakes Scarlett
Moffatt's pet Chihuahua
for a RABBIT
Ciara joins the Weight
Watchers family after
admitting she has 48lbs
to lose following the
birth of her third child

Demi Rose leaves
nothing to the
imagination as she
poses in diamond
encrusted pasties and a
cage bra for social
media videos
Mary Berry promotes
her new cooking show
and details the daring
challenges she faced
while filming... as Great
British Bake Off scores
record ratings
Spanish royal family
reveal heir to the throne
Princess Leonor, 14,
and her sister Princess
Sofia, 13, have tested
negative for Covid-19

Diversity's Jordan
Banjo reveals BGT
judge David Walliams
'loved' BLM dance after
Ofcom announced they
won't investigate
despite 24,500
complaints
Hailey Bieber puts on

Hailey Bieber puts on
a VERY leggy display in
an oversized black
blazer and shorts as
she heads to a meeting

Matching Mathilde
strikes again! Belgian
queen wears a
burgundy print dress
with co-ordinating face
mask for a visit to a
Covid-19 vaccine
research centre
Piers Morgan makes
reference to his 2009
Burger King campaign
after food chain pokes
fun at him for praising
its marketing skills

Laura Anderson wows
in thigh-high boots and
sporty jacket for
meetings in London
after hitting back at
trolls commenting on
her 'changing face'

Amanda Holden
emulates Sharon
Stone's notorious Basic
Instinct scene as bubbly
presenter arrives at
Global Radio Studios in
a breezy wrap dress
Great British Bake Off
scores record ratings as
7.9million tune in for the
opening episode of
series 11 making it
Channel 4's mostwatched show of 2020
Is Harry going to take
US citizenship? Prince
leaves the door open by
saying he won't vote in
'this' election as he and
Meghan weigh in on
2020 race
Class is in session!
Princess Anne is smart
in a grey tailored suit
and leather gloves as
she opens a junior
school building in
Edinburgh
Kristin Cavallari
breaks her silence on
splitting from Jay Cutler
after seven years of
marriage: 'It didn't
happen overnight, we
tried hard for years'
'I don't know what's
happened to me!' Holly
Willoughby bursts into
fit of giggles over
gender reveal party for
a PENGUIN named
Squirt on This Morning
JK Rowling triggers
ANOTHER transphobia
row after directing fans
to website selling
'offensive' badges and
posters saying
'transwomen are men'

Molly-Mae Hague
wows in leather
trousers and a tight tank
top as she enjoys
dinner with pals... after
furore over her 'unfair'
£8k giveaway

'You've got good chat
but sometimes you're a
t**t': TOWIE's Yazmin
Oukhellou pens
hilarious love poem for
her on-again boyfriend
James Lock
Nadia Sawalha and her
husband have been
homeschooling their
kids for SIX YEARS due
to bullying and school
phobia

Classic children's
show Brum 'may reflect
language and attitude of
the 90s': Viewers are
baffled as BBC issues
bizarre warning on
popular TV series
Princess Beatrice
admires her vintage
Norman Hartwell
wedding dress loaned
to her by the Queen as
goes on display at
Windsor Castle before
opening to the public
'Deccy Potter!' Declan
Donnelly shows off his
wizarding prowess as
he makes Ant McPartlin
vanish and reappear
behind bars in funny
skit
Maya Jama oozes
glamour as she
showcases her
sensational curves in a
strapless red mini dress
to surprise one of her
fans in London
Cashing in? Royal
Collection Trust unveils
Princess Beatrice and
Edoardo Mapelli Mozzi's
wedding memorabilia including a £40 China
tankard and £9
strawberry truffles
BBC Woman's Hour
presenter Emma Barnett
claims female health
issues are often ignored
because 'gender
medicine gap'
prioritises mens' needs

Now Meghan blasts
book that fawned on her
and Harry: Biography is
inaccurate and
anodyne, the duchess's
OWN lawyer tells court
In court papers
Carole Baskin sued for
'defamation' by missing
husband Don Lewis'
family over references
about his
disappearance on

disappearance on
DWTS
Katie Price lets her
kids ride her scooter...
after hitting back at
disabled critics for
slamming her fears that
Carl Woods 'wouldn't
fancy her in wheelchair'
GBBO: Matt Lucas
impersonates a
bumbling Boris
Johnson as he urges
viewers to 'Stay Alert,
Protect Cake, Save
Loaves' in skit
Emmerdale's Kris
Mochrie discusses
romance with former costar Max Parker who
played his brother on
the soap

Royal wedding
preacher Bishop
Michael Curry says he
could 'feel the presence
of slaves' at Prince
Harry and Meghan's
nuptials
April Love Geary
gushes over fiance
Robin Thicke in snap
after sharing post about
birth control... amid
reports she's pregnant
with their third child
Sofia Vergara and Joe
Manganiello's home 'is
targeted by trespasser
claiming to know her
son Manolo, 28... as
police arrest the
stranger
Lauren Goodger
criticises Boris
Johnson's WFH
measures as she claims
she has missed out
on career opportunities
due to COVID-19

Little Mix recreate
EastEnders' iconic Kat
and Zoe Slater's 'you
ain't my mother' scene
in hilarious video ahead
of their new show The
Search
Body Coach's Joe
Wicks reveals he feels
'powerless, confused
and unmotivated' after
Boris Johnson
announced tighter
restrictions
Love Island's Lucie
Donlan looks
sensational as she
shows off her toned abs
in a white crop top and
shorts while
skateboarding

Victoria Beckham is
every inch the savvy
designer as she styles
her models in behindthe-scenes snaps from
her LFW presentation

Line of Duty: Martin
Compston is back in DS
Steve Arnott's signature
waistcoat as he films
scenes for series six in
Belfast city centre

Holly Willoughby is
'hired' by KFC after she
takes style inspiration
from Colonel Sanders
for This Morning outfit
Her look quickly drew
comparisons
Ashley Roberts
showcases her stellar
sense of style in a
purple and pink coat
with grey trousers as
she departs Global
studios

Ashley Benson reveals
her mother Shannon
has had her last day of
chemotherapy as she
shares sweet video of
her ringing the end of
cancer treatment bell
Now it's Captain Tom:
The Movie! NHS
fundraising hero's life
will be put on the silver
screen as 100-year-old
says Michael Caine
should get title role
Lovebirds Kaia Gerber
and Jacob Elordi lounge
around in their
swimsuits as they
continue to vacation
with her parents in
Mexico
Kate Middleton debuts
a custom gold necklace
engraved with Prince
George, Princess
Charlotte and Prince
Louis' initials on outing
to meet mothers
Michelle Keegan is
'tested for coronavirus
and Brassic series 3
filming suspended after
a member of crew on
set shows symptoms'

'My mum didn't need
to see me walking down
the dock with my
underwear off!' Below
Deck star Ben Robinson
reflects on his six
dramatic seasons

Chris Hemsworth and
Elsa Pataky go barefoot
as they enjoy a low-key
breakfast in Byron Bay...
before he's asked to
pose for fan selfies

Great British Bake Off:
Boasting of his beauty
and THAT spiritboosting Boris
impression... the best
bits of Matt Lucas'
hosting debut
Meghan Markle's close
friends Misha Nonoo
and Sarah Rafferty
share posts
encouraging US citizens
to register to vote

'Pj's or out that is the
question?' Olivia Bowen
shows off her tattooed
curves in racy white
crop top and shorts for
sizzling Instagram
snaps
The most woke Time
100 yet? BLM founders,
Megan Rapinoe and
Gabrielle Union
dominate annual list
along with COVID-19
heroes
Heidi Klum, 47,
catches the eye as she
puts on a leggy display
in an iridescent oneshoulder dress for
America's Got Talent
finale
Kim Kardashian
models a Balmain face
mask as she graces
Instagram in an
ensemble curated
by the French luxury
brand's creative director
Olivia Wilde has her
hands full as she steps
out in a casual
ensemble during lowkey solo outing in
Beverly Hills

Newsnight's Emily
Maitlis apologises after
confusing Hull with
HELL in live TV
interview
Awkward blunder

Princess Märtha Louise
of Norway is reunited
with boyfriend Shaman
Durek following six
months apart after he
flew from LA to surprise
her

Helena Christensen,
51, shows off her
stunning figure in a

green swimsuit as she
poses at a turtle
conservancy
.
Natalya Wright looks
sensational as she
showcases her
physique in a white crop
top and mini skirt while
soaking up the last of
the summer sun
Diner slams Gordon
Ramsay's £20-a-head
cheese board at his
Michelin-starred
Chelsea restaurant as
'insulting'

'You didn't think I
would glow up during
Covid?' Macklemore
looks unrecognisable
with his natural curls
and retro moustache in
shirtless selfie
Love Island's
Francesca Allen looks
stylish in a green blazer
and an ab-flashing top
as she steps out in
Essex

Gemma Collins goes
VERY low-key for
shopping trip... after
being nominated for a
Nobel Peace Prize by
prolific YouTube
pranksters
Renowned brain
surgeon says Michael
Schumacher is unlikely
to make a full recovery
from horror 2013 skiing
accident, after exFerrari chief said he
was 'still fighting'

TOWIE star Amy
Childs cuts a casual
figure in sportswear as
she leaves the gym after
revealing she 'lost
herself' when she
became a mum
Katie Holmes, 41,
packs on PDA with beau
Emilio Vitolo Jr., 33,
while enjoying romantic
al fresco dinner in New
York
The pair were exchanging
multiple kisses
Christine Lampard and
husband Frank
celebrate daughter
Patricia's second
birthday at home with a
Peppa Pig-themed party

'I love this country':
Ex-EastEnders star
Sean Maguire becomes
a US citizen 20-years
after moving to America
so he can vote for the
next President
Welsh couple whose
TV knocked out entire
village's internet for 18
months leave Piers
Morgan in hysterics as

g
y
GMB viewers fall in love
with pair
Ed Sheeran's
impressive property
portfolio (including 27
houses and mansions!)
'is now worth £61m after
he snapped up new
homes in lockdown'
'A way to keep him
living': Nick Cordero's
widow Amanda Kloots
shares she's making
pottery from clay mixed
with late actor's ashes

Hilaria Baldwin, 36,
reveals Alec, 62,
stopped off to get pizza
while she was having
contractions as their
newborn son Eduardo
makes his TV debut

Love Island USA star
Noah Purvis FIRED by
CBS after fans accuse
him of being a gay porn
star
The star was sent home
from the villa
Kirsten Dunst reps
fiance Jesse Plemons'
home state of Texas as
the pair take a leisurely
stroll with their twoyear-old son Ennis

Great British Bake Off:
Loriea is the first
contestant to leave after
some VERY
questionable
showstoppers

Simon Cowell 'suffers
a huge loss as he sells
luxurious Beverly Hills
property for $14.5M...
after buying home for
$15.5M and remodelling
it three times'
Princess Eugenie is
chic in a £40 designer
face mask as she joins
Princess Beatrice and
husband Jack
Brooksbank for a night
out at Annabel's
Taylor Swift praises
Phoebe Waller-Bridge
as she's named to
Time's list of the most
100 influential people

Miley Cyrus sports
androgynous chic look
in grey tank top and
slacks as she leaves
Hollywood salon

Mischa Barton
indulges in some PDA
with boyfriend Gian
Marco Flamini as they
head to dinner in
Pasadena

Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley shows off her
style credentials as she
models no less than
NINE outfits... (with
£12,200 worth
of Bottega Veneta
accessories!)

Sharon Stone reveals
Robert De Niro was 'far
and away the best
kisser' of all her
onscreen leading men
Dancing With The
Stars: Charles Oakley
becomes first to be
eliminated as judges
save Carole Baskin

Go for launch! Tom
Cruise gets October
2021 date for
NASA/SpaceX trip to
make movie on board
the International Space
Station
Emily Ratajkowski
looks cozy in white as
she steps out with
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard and dog
Colombo for dinner in
NYC
'It's pineapple upsidedown gate!' Bake Off
contestant left in tears
after accidentally
knocking her rival's
cake on the floor - but
viewers call it 'sabotage'
Casual Kate Middleton
re-wears pink M&S
trousers as she visits
Battersea Park to meet
parents who've used
charity support to cope
with Covid-19
Cody Simpson enjoys
a lunch date with a
mystery woman in Los
Angeles - one month
after splitting from his
ex Miley Cyrus

Kim Kardashian West
calls JoJo Siwa 'a ray of
sunshine' as the 17year-old celebrates
landing on TIME's 100
Most Influential People
of 2020
Halsey flawlessly belts
out the lyrics to 4 Non
Blondes' poignant 1992
anthem Dear Mr.
President as she leads
performers during the
TIME 100 special
'This house is cursed':

Katie Price suffers a
SECOND fire at
£1.3million 'mucky
mansion' in two years
as emergency service
are called to blaze
Courteney Cox looks
chic in a tan sweater
and heels as she joins
friends for dinner at the
upscale Italian
restaurant Giorgio Baldi

Ellie Goulding shows
off her enviably full pout
and impeccably styled
locks as she treats fans
to sizzling new selfie
Ellie was a vision of
beauty
Gabrielle Union and
Dwayne Wade honored
by John Legend for
'being forces of change'
as they're named to the
Time 100 list

Surfs up! Zoe Saldana
enjoys fun beach day in
Malibu with hubby
Marco Perego and their
kids

Showing her what
she's missing? Cody
Simpson flaunts his
bulging biceps after
enjoying a swim following his split from
Miley Cyrus
.
Paul Scholes could be
hit with a £3,200 fine
after he flouted
lockdown rules for a
second time and hosted
a five-a-side tournament
at his Oldham mansion

Jordyn Woods puts on
a busty display in a tiny
yellow bikini after
enjoying a dip in an
ocean-front infinity pool
The 22-year-old model
sizzled
Kristen Stewart sports
a 'Vote' T-shirt while on
a coffee run in Los
Angeles with her
girlfriend Dylan Meyer

Disney and Pixar sued
by company claiming
'Toy Story 4's character
Duke Caboom was
based off of legendary
stunt performer Evel
Knievel' WITHOUT
permission
Wonder Woman 1984
drops new Japanese
trailer... after longawaited sequel
undergoes FIFTH

undergoes FIFTH
release date shakeup
due to COVID-19
Claudia Winkleman
sports her trademark
bold eyeliner and looks
VERY bronzed as she
enjoys dinner at
Annabel's
Tanned
EXCLUSIVE 'Defund
the police' activist
Alyssa Milano calls 911
claiming an armed an
gunman was on her
property in California

'I look back on it now
like a fan': Sir Paul
McCartney speaks
about the first time he
met John Lennon and
they 'complemented
each other'

Vanessa Bryant shares
post saying 'we are
often let down by the
most trusted people' a
day after slamming her
mother for claiming she
kicked her out of home
'Someone woke up to
watch daddy!' Nikki
Bella shares cute snap
with baby Mateo as she
gets ready to watch
fiancé Artem
Chigvintsev on DWTS
Olivia Culpo shares
video as she turns her
bathtub into home office
to cope with painful
cramps

Kristin Cavallari looks
simple angelic in
gorgeous white dress
as she gives fans a BTS
look at Uncommon
James campaign shoot

Britney Spears reveals
she's been learning how
to 'strengthen' her
'womanhood' with a
book called The Inner
Goddess Makeover

America's Got Talent:
Cristina Rae becomes
frontrunner as Howie
Mandel calls her 'the
one to beat'
The 30-year-old singer
emerged as a frontrunner
Selma Blair serves
cozy chic autumn vibes
in asymmetrical grey
sweater dress as she
goes grocery shopping
in LA

Sarah Jessica Parker
is stylish in black maxi
dress and heels at work
in her SJP shoe store in
NYC

'I just want her to keep
winning': Taraji P.
Henson showers praise
on Megan Thee
Stallion as she's hailed
a pioneer in Time's 100
Most Influential People

Sofia Richie rocks a
gray 'Voter' T-shirt while
filling up at a gas
station... after urging
her fans to vote in the
upcoming election
Nicky Hilton embraces
autumn in NYC with
chic deconstructed
trench coat as she
steps out in Manhattan

Leslie Mann looks
casual in a white tank
top and jeans as she
and her husband Judd
Apatow shop for clothes
in Malibu

Aaron Rodgers says
he's in a 'lot better head
space' after split with
ex-girlfriend Danica
Patrick

CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: Sad-face
emoji, but the writing
might be on the wall for
reading

Liv Tyler is not
returning for the second
season of 9-1-1: Lone
Star due to
uncertainties of transAtlantic travel during
the COVID-19 pandemic
Chloe Sevigny serves
another 19th century
chic look as she dons
ruffles and pleats while
taking newborn son
Vanja for a stroll

Mary J. Blige recalls
how The Notorious
B.I.G. called her 'Mom'
when they first met: 'He
was sweet and fun'

Ray J admits that
divorcing wife of fouryears Princess Love
may have been 'a
mistake'... just ONE
WEEK after filing to
dissolve their marriage
.
TOWIE SPOILER:
Frankie Sims has VERY
tense showdown with
Chloe Brockett over her

rumoured flirtation her
with boyfriend Harry
Lee
Jennifer Garner's
daughter Violet, 14,
towers over her during
sweet hand-in-hand
stroll in LA
Violet has experienced a
noticeable growth spurt
Maria Shriver dazzles
in autumn ensemble as
she steps out in LA ...
after doting on new
baby granddaughter
Lyla Marie

Millie Mackintosh
reveals she has to stop
breastfeeding daughter
Sienna as she has
Silent Reflux... after
revealing her little one's
hip dysplasia diagnosis
Alicia Vikander dons
the infamous Playboy
Bunny suit as Gloria
Steinem in second
trailer for The Glorias
Alicia looked sensational
in the clip
Michelle Keegan
displays her hourglass
curves in a little black
dress as she enjoys a
night out
She works hard to
maintain her curves
Noah Cyrus admits she
didn't think she'd live to
see her 20th birthday as
she speaks up about
her history of
depression

Jennie Garth is sporty
in sleeveless short and
golf skirt as she heads
out in LA wearing
sunhat and face mask
ARIA Awards will go
ahead despite the
coronavirus pandemic but there will be NO
audience and
performances will be
take place over Zoom
Icing sugar Paul and a
half-baked Boris...
something's stirring in
the flour sacks! JAN
MOIR's view from the
sofa as The Great
British Bake-Off returns
Rachel McAdams
masters maternity chic
with pretty smock
blouse and skinny jeans
as she runs errands in
LA
Stylish
Malin Andersson
displays her famous

displays her famous
curves in a plunging
lace top and trousers on
a girls' night out
The Love Island beauty,
27, looked great
Socks with sandals, an
anorak, a man bag and
a sleeveless tank...
David and the Beckham
boys push fashion
boundaries to the max
at Victoria's LFW show
Billi Mucklow and
fiancé Andy Carroll
reveal they've named
their newborn daughter
Marvel Mae as they
share sweet snap of
precious bundle of joy
Diane Kruger parades
her slim figure as she
stops by the grocery
store wearing a chic
black babydoll dress
The German actress, 44,
looked chic

Kerry Washington
explains how she's
talked to her young
children about racial
issues 'as the world
unfolds around them'
Candid
Supernova trailer
follows Colin Firth and
Stanley Tucci as a gay
couple visiting places
from their past as one
deals with early-onset
dementia
Arabella Chi shows off
her tanned and toned
legs in a quirky green
mini dress as she
enjoys a night out
The Love Island beauty,
29, looked great
Charli XCX prioritises
self-care as she enjoys
a spa day in LA after
obtaining a restraining
order against an
'obsessed fan'
Chilling
Joe Jonas cuts a
sporty chic look as he
plays tennis with friends
in LA... after welcoming
daughter Willa with wife
Sophie Turner
New dad
Icon of Hollywood's
Golden Age Sophia
Loren, 86, will star in
upcoming Netflix film
after 11 year break from
acting
Iconic
The Crown's Princess
Diana actress Emma
Corrin reveals she
keeps a vibrator in her
handbag... just like the
late Royal who carried a
'secret mascot' sex toy

Olivia Attwood and her
fiancé Bradley Dack
looked loved up as they
step out for romantic
meal... after shooting
scenes for her new
reality show
SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Why IS
the moneybags boss of
The Lady on furlough?
Ben Budworth, who got
£12.4 million from the
sale lives in splendour
Caitlyn Jenner looks
preppy as she dons
leggy white skirt and
matching polo for an
afternoon of golfing
The author kept things
classic for golfing
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Covid-19: Sunak set to unveil
emergency jobs scheme
BBC · 7hrs ago

See more versions

Breonna Taylor: Protesters vow to
continue 'until we get change'
Sky News · 1hr agoSee more versions

New contact tracing app launches
today after months of delays
Metro · 57mins agoSee more versions

Trump takes a swipe at Meghan
Markle after she urged America…
Sky News · 6hrs agSee more versions

Major Covid outbreak at Glasgow
University as 124 students catc…
MailOnline · 1hr agSee more versions

Two killed and three seriously hurt
after triple car smash during…
Daily Star · 3hrs agSee more versions

North Korea 'killed and burned
South Korean official'
BBC · 1hr ago

See more versions

No Deal Brexit border chaos could
mean truckers needing pass to…
The Sun · 9hrs agoSee more versions

Sir Harold Evans, trail-blazing
newspaper editor, dies aged 92
Th G

di

2h

See more versions

Number of staff at Greggs
production hub test positive for…
MailOnline
· 7hrs ag
See more versions
Click here
to view
more

MORE DON'T MISS
Reese Witherspoon
sends fans into a frenzy
after sharing 1996
throwback selfie with
Paul Rudd that looks
like it could have been
taken yesterday
Dr. Dre business
associate accuses
rapper's estranged wife
Nicole Young of stealing
money TWICE from a
business account.. amid
billi d ll di

billion dollar divorce
Whitney Port admits to
Lauren Conrad that she
felt 'insecure' about
state of their friendship
following her The Hills
departure in 2008
Popular reality series
Full House cast
reunites for a special
music video honoring
dogs... as former costar
Lori Loughlin prepares
for her two-month
prison sentence
Pregnant Kate Lawler,
40, shares ultrasound
snaps of her baby after
her 16-week scan before
cradling her bump
during late night
shopping spree
David Beckham cuts a
casual figure in t-shirt
and jeans as he grabs
takeaway after wife
Victoria's LFW
presentation
Yum
Alessandra Ambrosio
is summer chic in a
linen sundress as she
arrives for a skincare
appointment in LA
Alessandra celebrated the
end of summer
Natalie Portman teases
her new children's book
Fables ahead of its
release next month
Natalie shared a sneak
peek

Stephen Merchant's
girlfriend Mircea Monroe
displays her cleavage in
new modelling shot...
after actor praised her
for saving him from
loneliness
Orlando Bloom gases
up his vintage Ford
truck in Santa Barbara...
just days after fiancé
Katy Perry obtained a
restraining order
against her 'stalker'
Teddi Mellencamp
CONFIRMS exit from
Real Housewives of
Beverly Hills: 'You heard
it here last!'
Appeared on the show for
three seasons
'I didn't actually get
married in secret!'
Gethin Jones confirms
he's 'STILL SINGLE'
after he fools celebrity
pals with cryptic
wedding band snap

'

Jameela Jamil called
d
di ' d

'condescending' and
'out of touch' as she
claims her 'perfect' skin
was achieved through
'privilege' and
supporting trans rights
Supergirl set to end
after its upcoming sixth
season... as star
Melissa Benoist says its
impact left her 'humbled
and speechless'
It's over
Giuliana Rancic's
husband Bill calls her
'strong as a bull' as the
family faces COVID-19...
after she was forced to
skip E!'s Emmy red
carpet
Matt Dawson SPLITS
from his wife Carolin
Hauskeller after 11
years... days after it was
revealed he is set to be
replaced on A Question
of Sport
Iskra Lawrence shows
off her incredible postbaby body as she
dances around in lacy
underwear to encourage
people to register to
vote
Four Seasons
founding member
Tommy DeVito, known
for the songs Walk Like
A Man and Big Girls
Don't Cry, dies at 92
from the coronavirus
Love Island's Olivia
Bowen cuts a chic
figure in green top with
white trousers as she
steps out for lavish
meal
Chic
Chrissy Teigen gets
hair and makeup done
for speaking gig while
on bed rest for 'highrisk' third pregnancy
The entrepreneur took to
social media
Steak night! DeborraLee Furness picks up
some prime meat for
dinner with husband
Hugh Jackman after his
Emmy win and loss
Yum
Elle Fanning says she
loves playing 'sexually
free' Catherine in The
Great and that sex is a
big part of the show: 'I
'love being naked - I
walk around naked'
Ciara reflects on
giving birth to son Win
two months ago in the
thick of the COVID-19
pandemic: 'I try my best
to always find the silver
lining'
Matt Dillon cosies up to
girlfriend Roberta
Mastromichele at San
Sebastian International

Film Festival
The couple put on a
loved-up display

Teddi Mellencamp
moves into her new
$6.5M Encino mansion
after getting axed from
RHOBH... as she posts
about 'embracing
uncertainty'
'Elizabeth was wearing
her battle dress... I
thought she looked
awful': Queen's
childhood pal ALATHEA
FITZALAN HOWARD on
how Princess threw self
into the war effort
Jaden Smith sparks
romance rumors as he
holds hands with model
Sab Zada... after saying
he's not dating Sofia
Richie
New couple?
Great British Bake Off
will be DELAYED to
make way for Boris
Johnson's address to
the nation at 8pm
sparking fury among
fans
Drew Barrymore
proves she's got a heart
of gold as she helps
rescue a dog that got hit
by a car on the streets
of New York
Sweet
Ellen DeGeneres and
Portia De Rossi's dog
Kid breaks his leg as TV
host describes 'awful'
accident where pup was
'screaming in pain'
Shocking
Little Mix's Jade
Thirlwall reveals she
went 'off in a huff a
couple of times' after
tension built between
bandmates while filming
BBC show The Search

Gwyneth Paltrow says
her relationship with ex
Chris Martin is now
BETTER than their
marriage was as she
talks about owning her
flaws
Meghan Markle looks
'more trustworthy' than
the Queen, according to
face-scanning algorithm
that reveal portraits
show their subjects
looking dependable

Cardi B blasts
'bloggers' for claiming
her shock divorce from
Offset was triggered by
the rapper getting
another woman
pregnant: 'Bull***t'
Vivica A. Fox does
NOT have COVID-19...
after false positive test
forced her to skip
hosting E!'s Emmys
pre-show
False result
TOWIE's Yazmin
Oukhellou puts on a
romantic display with
on-again boyfriend
James Lock as they
take part in socially
distanced filming
'At least Boris didn't
give us a curfew on
bikinis!' Lizzie Cundy,
52, flaunts her
sensational physique in
cut-out swimsuit to
sunbathe in her garden
Kelly Brook looks
effortlessly chic in a
floral dress and knee
high boots as she heads
to work at Heart FM
The model, 40, nailed
autumnal style
Kerry Washington
teases fans by joking
about a Scandal movie
as she leads the stars
promoting National
Voter Registration Day
on social media

Bradley Cooper casts
Carey Mulligan as his
wife in Netflix biopic
Maestro as he prepares
to play legendary
composer Leonard
Bernstein

EXCLUSIVE 'She's
nervous about singing':
Caprice lands role in
Christmas film The Gift
as she's seen heading
to script-reading
session

Kate Garraway is seen
leaving the Global radio
studios after Susanna
Reid hailed her as an
'inspiration' amid
husband Derek's
COVID-19 battle
Paris Hilton spends
time with beau Carter
Reum's family... after
sharing she has 'trust
issues' from boarding
school torture during
her teens
Brigitte Nielsen pays

tribute to her 'strong'
former mother-in-law
Jackie Stallone
following her death... 15
years after CBB

Sofia Richie looks
every inch the athlete as
she steps out in a tennis
skirt for morning
workout in Malibu
The 22-year-old model
looked ready for a match
Queen Mathilde of
Belgium dazzles in
shimmering silver
trousers and a matching
face mask as she joins
King Philippe for a
concert in Ghent

Tamron Hall denies
she 'ambushed' Stassi
Schroeder during tell-all
interview in which the
disgraced reality star
admitted she 'was a
Karen'
Paul Gascoigne's
management appear to
hint he is joining the
Italian version of Strictly
as they share video of
the star, 53, dancing in
the kitchen
Emily Ratajkowski
stays warm in a blue
sweatsuit while out with
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard in New
York
Low-key look
Vanessa Bryant sues
Los Angeles Sheriff and
his department for
'taking photos of Kobe
and Gianna's bodies at
the crash site'

Kim Kardashian
resumes life without
Kanye as she poses for
snaps during a late
night swim and enjoys
time with her kids...
amid husband's woes
Ready for action!
Prince Carl Philip of
Sweden dons his
military uniform as he
visits a marine regiment
in Berga
Looking good
Amy Childs claims she
'lost herself' for several
years after giving birth
to her two children but
feels she's finally 'got
her mojo back' after
TOWIE return

Olympic skier Lindsey
Vonn reveals her two
dogs were quilled in the

face by porcupine: 'My
boys got into some
trouble over the
weekend'
RHONY star Sonja
Morgan looks positively
flawless in a makeupfree selfie months after
face lift
The 56-year-old reality
star was glowing
Sylvester Stallone's
mother Jackie passes
away in her sleep at the
age of 98 as her son
Frank pays tribute to
'fearless
and flamboyant' star
Leah McSweeney
confirms she's
returning to Real
Housewives of New
York for season 13: 'My
work here isn't done
yet!'
Dua Lipa appears in
high spirits while
boyfriend Anwar Hadid
rolls a cigarette as the
couple enjoy boozy
night out with a pal in
New York
Steph McGovern says
strangers assume she's
straight and ask about
her 'fella' because she's
had a baby and keeps
her mystery female
partner secret

EXCLUSIVE Ella Eyre
discusses faking
orgasms, porn and the
'shame' of sex as she
makes impassioned call
to women

'I asked for an Action
Man and I got a doll': Kit
Harington reveals he
was brought up in a
'gender fluid'
environment by his
parents
'I've pulled quite a few
women in my time and
I've never cat called
any of them': Lucy
Spraggan slams 'gross'
man for 'meowing' at
her in the street

Sam Thompson asks
TikTok star Charly
Rosser for a date as he
moves on from split
with Zara McDermott...
days after night out with
mystery brunette
Tom Hardy steps out
for supplies after actor
becomes frontrunner to
replace Daniel Craig as
James Bond after

'impressive audition'

Love Island's Arabella
Chi showcases her lithe
model physique in
barely-there gym gear
as she hits the streets
of London after Ibiza
holiday
Vogue Williams shares
sweet photo with
Theodore, two, and Gigi,
two months... after
debating with husband
Spencer Matthews
about her increasing
workload
Love Island's Jack
Fincham shows off his
impressive one week
weight loss as he
resumes his gruelling
boxing regime after
boosting his hairline
Christina Anstead's ex
Ant wishes her daughter
Taylor a happy tenth
birthday just days after
couple announced their
separation: 'Love you
TayTay!'
Selling Sunset star
Chrishell Stause heads
to Dancing With The
Stars rehearsals before
sharing the show 'is
one of the scariest
things I've ever done'

Christine Lampard
looks effortlessly chic
in a floral ruffled skirt
and black T-shirt as she
enjoys relaxing stroll
in Chelsea

EXCLUSIVE Millie
Bobby Brown, 16,
details her humble
beginnings and insists
she is still 'just like her
friends' despite her
super stardom

EXCLUSIVE Love
Island's Shaughna
Phillips reveals she had
liposuction on her
calves to combat
medical condition after
feeling 'self-conscious'

Leah Bracknell's
widowed husband says
his wife's spirit 'is as
alive as ever' and she
has moved to 'a
Shaman realm' as he
speaks about his loss
Suzanne Shaw says
she 'worries for her
mental health' if she has
another baby and
admits she has been
sober for nine months

'I'm so proud of you!'
Hugh Jackman sends
adorable birthday
message to one of his
youngest fans

Pregnant Helen
Flanagan reveals she is
suffering severe
morning sickness 'on
another level'
Third baby

'I am unafraid to be
ugly': Sarah Paulson
says she is 'motivated'
by dark and 'unpleasant'
roles after starring as
Nurse Mildred Ratched

Royal blue! Queen
Margrethe of Denmark
is resplendent in a
velvet gown and tiara in
a new portrait released
to mark her 80th
birthday
'I make mistakes due
to changed life
circumstances': The
Chase's Paul Sinha, 50,
hits back at troll who
criticised his grammar
amid Parkinson's battle
'He never wanted me
to change': Danny Dyer
credits late playwright
Harold Pinter for
helping him stay proud
of his 'working-class
roots'
Billboard Music
Awards nominees: Post
Malone leads the list
with 16 nods as Taylor
Swift and Billie Eilish
are also recognized

'It's like whack-amole!' Steps' This
Morning interview is hit
with technical
difficulties as they
attempt to tease details
about their comeback
album
90 Day Fiance star
Larissa Dos Santos
Lima's ICE arrest was
NOT a publicity stunt
and could be
DEPORTED as she was
'placed in removal
proceedings'
The Body Coach star
Joe Wicks shows off his
ripped physique as he
does a workout on his
35th birthday before
gorging on epic
motorbike cake

Gregg Wallace, 55,
shows off his muscles
as he goes shirtless
after losing four stone...
as he urges fans to
embrace a healthy

embrace a healthy
lifestyle
.
'I have NOT kicked her
out': Vanessa Bryant
denies that she has
evicted her mom and
attacks her for having
the 'audacity' to claim
she had while still
grieving Kobe and Gigi
Cardi B and sister
Hennessy Carolina sued
for defamation after
sharing video of New
York beachgoers who
they accused of being
'racist MAGA
supporters'
'Baby girl, you are our
world': Pregnant Bindi
Irwin reveals she and
husband Chandler
Powell are expecting a
daughter who is 'as
healthy as can be'
Maya Jama admits she
prides herself on her
struggles... as she
poses in diamonds and
feathers in stunning
shoot

Love Island's Molly
Smith displays her jawdropping figure in a
monochrome bikini after
soaking up the sun on
Greek holiday

Stacey Dooley cuts a
casual figure in a
jumper and tracksuit
bottoms as she goes
shopping after being
named as a potential
host for new BBC show
to rival This Morning
Brad Pitt's
girlfriend Nicole
Poturalski sizzles in a
black dress for series of
sultry snaps... while
husband Roland Mary
enjoys a beer with pal
Binky Felstead shares
sweet birthday tribute to
her new fiancé Max
Darnton as she praises
him for being an
'incredible stepdad' to
daughter India
Jason Priestley gives
an update on his 'tough'
Beverly Hills 90210 costar Shannen Doherty's
battle with stage IV
breast cancer

Great British Bake Off
TEASER: Noel Fielding
MOCKS stressed
hopeful Lottie's cake
version of Louis
Theroux's head

Emmerdale's Joe
Warren Plant, 18, is
CONFIRMED as the
second Dancing On Ice
contestant as he reveals

six month break from
the soap
James Argent looks
happy and healthy as he
goes shopping in
Waitrose with pal Joey
Essex after working up
a sweat at the gym

Russell Brand is
slammed after admitting
he was surprised that
two 'working class' men
could use 'poetic
language' to describe
the colour of his dog
Lauren Conrad needed
to 'emotionally recover'
from 'toxic elements' as
she discusses stepping
away from The Hills on
Whitney Port's podcast

Prison Break star
Dominic Purcell
'confirms' the show
WILL be back for a sixth
season

Sharon Osbourne
reveals she's in
quarantine after her
granddaughter Minnie,
three, tested positive
for coronavirus

Today's headlines

Most Read

Rishi Sunak splashes the cash AGAIN:
Chancellor is to unveil 'winter plan'
TODAY with VAT cut and new...
NHS Covid-19 app does NOT work on
iPhone 6 or older models: Angry users
expose iOS flaw that stops software...
STEPHEN GLOVER: This isn't the Boris
Johnson that Britain voted for
Conflict of interest row as it emerges Chief
Scientific Officer Sir Patrick Vallance has
£600,000 of shares...
Google Maps now shows coronavirus
outbreaks in your region using a colorcoded layer to highlight number of...
New 'traffic-light' lockdown system that will
send automatic alerts to phones is set to be
used to trigger...
Is this the real reason deaths in the UK are
so high? As it emerges Sweden and
Britain had unusually low flu...
Sweden shifts towards lockdown measures:
Chief scientist says he is now considering
short 'chain-breaking'...
Backlash over government's 'chaotic new
rules' on table service in pubs and fast
food joints, gyms and...
Boris Johnson is urged to take action on 'long
Covid' and formally recognise debilitating
side effects of...
Tory anger as Labour leader Keir Starmer
says UK's coronavirus second wave is
'not an act of God but a...
The Queen is to get a bailout from the
taxpayer after her land and property
investments plummeted due to...
Students could be told to STAY at
university over Christmas to avoid
spreading coronavirus around the...
Major Covid outbreak at Glasgow University

Major Covid outbreak at Glasgow University
as 124 students catch virus while 600 are told
to self-isolate -...
A price we can't afford to pay? Billions for
a new bailout, the Budget cancelled, a
'wipeout' over home...
How much MORE of Britain will be boarded
up now? Decision to cancel the November
budget shows the grave...
Ad Feature
Could turmeric tablets give your pet a new
lease of life? These people are teaching
their old dogs and cats...
'I wish Harry luck, he's gonna to need it!'
Trump's jab at Prince as he says he is 'not a
fan of' Meghan...
PIERS MORGAN: Meghan and
Harry's brazen disregard for royal
neutrality rules to dump on Trump
leaves the...
A preachy message to infuriate the Palace:
Should anyone still cling to the idea that
Prince Harry and...
Meghan Markle sends a heartfelt message
to Archie Williams during the America's
Got Talent finale before...
'They're no longer working members of the
Royal Family': Buckingham Palace's stinging
response as it washes...
JK Rowling shakes off transgender row as
her controversial new book shoots
straight to top of the charts
Sir Trevor McDonald, 81, separates from his
wife of 34 years and moves out of their family
home
Every 4in on your belly 'raises risk of early
death': Swollen waistline is a dire threat to
health... even...
Asteroid the size of a BUS will fly within
13,000 miles of the Earth tomorrow - closer
than the moon - and...
Trailblazing journalist Harold Evans,
former editor-at-large of Reuters and
Britain's Sunday Times, dies...
Are you a middle-class hypocrite? Recycle
religiously but can't resist a sneaky flight to
the sun? As even...
Moment 'Islamic extremists launched
brutal attack on prison officer using
lumps of twisted metal after...
Moment driver who was texting at the wheel
smashes his car into street signs and
overturns in horror crash...
It's Always Sunny in Wrexham! Welsh
club make shock announcement that
actors Rob McElhenney and Ryan...
Durham withdraws student's offer after
'abhorrent' competition for 'posh lads to have
sex with poorest girl...
UK legal first as court fines health trust
over patient death 'secrecy': Staff did not
act 'with candour or...
Why Nicky Clarke's ex is FINALLY washing
him out of her hair! Lesley, 67, reveals how
she left Britain's...
Three senior Labour backbenchers QUIT
Keir Starmer's team by voting against
government bill designed to...
Labour fury as defence chief taunts them
over 'your illegal wars' as he appears to
question legitimacy of...
Radiohead's Thom Yorke, 51, marries
girlfriend Dajana Roncione, 36, in an 18th
century villa in Sicily
200 new emojis to be released next year:
Icons will 'reflect the chaos of 2020' and
include a mending heart,...
Trump says he is 'praying' for two
Louisville cops shot during clashes
between BLM mob and police after...
Breonna Taylor investigation reveals
sequence of events that led to her death:
Cops DID knock on the door,...
'Shields, we got shields!' Video emerges
of 'riot supplies' being unloaded from UHaul truck in Louisville...
SEBASTIAN SHAKESPEARE: Joining the

pudding club is a top priority! Prue Leith
advises young women not to...
OLIVIA BUXTON: Why I'm risking a
pregnancy at 48 after losing twins with
Down's syndrome
Jailed - the people smuggler who was
tracked by drone: Iraqi, 36, was filmed by
'eye in the sky' unmanned...
'Dad's vet books brought joy to so many...
yet he lived with an aching sadness':
Children of All Creatures...
Black lawyer gets mistaken for the
DEFENDANT three times in single day in
court as she declares 'there MUST...
The Queen on the couch: The childhood
diary of her friend revealed a monarch
we've never known... happiest...
Police chase horror crash: Two men fleeing
arrest die as their car smashes into another
vehicle leaving it's...
Jacinda Ardern dons a hijab as she
unveils a memorial plaque to the 51
Muslims killed in the Christchurch...
'Last post-10pm pint until SPRING': Britons
make the most of their final late-night out...
before Boris...
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